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	Many organizations are looking to implement Service Level Management as a

	way to improve the structure and quality of the business.





	This document describes the contents of the Service Level Management

	Guide. The information found within the book is based on the ITIL Version 2

	framework, specifically the Service Level Management process within the

	Service Delivery phase.





	The guide is designed to answer a lot of the questions about Service Level

	Management and provide you with useful guides, templates and essential, but

	simple assessments.





	The supporting documents and assessments will help you identify the areas

	within your organization that require the most activity in terms of change and

	improvement.





	Presentations can be used to educate or be used as the basis for

	management presentations or when making business cases for Service Level

	Management implementation.





	The additional information will enable you to improve your organizations

	methodology knowledge base.

	A professional technical roadmap to designing, implementing & operating IT Service Level Management, with Service Level Agreement guidelines, objectives, KPIs, templates & other supporting documents & organizational resources.
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Software Abstractions : Logic, Language, and AnalysisMIT Press, 2006
Software is built on abstractions. Pick the right ones, and programming
will flow naturally from design; modules will have small and simple interfaces;
and new functionality will more likely fit in without extensive
reorganization. Pick the wrong ones, and programming will be a series
of nasty surprises: interfaces will become...
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Adobe® GoLive® CS2 Official JavaScript ReferenceAdobe Press, 2005
Written by the engineers and scripting experts at Adobeand now  available for the first time in printthis book is an essential reference guide  for developers who want to extend the capabilities of Adobe GoLive CS2 using  JavaScript and the special markup tags that the GoLive CS2 SDK (Software  Developer's Kit) provides. If...
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Big Data Now: 2012 EditionO'Reilly, 2012

	In the first edition of Big Data Now, the O’Reilly team tracked the birth

	and early development of data tools and data science. Now, with this

	second edition, we’re seeing what happens when big data grows up:

	how it’s being applied, where it’s playing a role, and the consequences

	— good and bad alike...
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Inventors at Work: The Minds and Motivation Behind Modern InventionsApress, 2012

	Inventors at Work: The Minds and Motivation Behind Modern Inventions is a collection of interviews with inventors of famous products, innovations, and technologies that have made life easier or even changed the way we live. All of these scientists, engineers, wild-eyed geniuses, and amateur technologists have dedicated their...
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Beyond Dealmaking: Five Steps to Negotiating Profitable RelationshipsJossey-Bass, 2010

	Praise for Beyond Dealmaking


	"Every potential rainmaker and savvy competitor needs Melanie Billings-Yun's GRASP method for negotiation. You'll never have to search for leads again. I highly recommend this book."

	—Jeffrey J. Fox, author, How to Be a Rainmaker, Rain, and How to Be a Fierce...
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10 Ways to Stay Broke...Forever: Why Be Rich When You Can Have This Much Fun?John Wiley & Sons, 2013

	How to change your free-spending ways, live luxuriously on a budget, and build a sound financial future


	From the founders of GoldenGirlFinance.ca comes a new book on how to get your financial house in order and enjoy the freedom and happiness that comes with a secure financial future. In 10 Ways to Stay Broke. . ....
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